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Abstract
This report presents the user- centered development of a prototype for a mobile dating site for  the

age segment 50 - 90. The aim is to develop the site using accessibility guidelines, empirical research

and user centered analysis and design.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

The overall number of dating websites available in Norway has increased during the recent years,

providing users with numerous options in terms of choice of dating service. Age seems to be of

decreasing importance when users choose where to sign up as a paying member. Increasingly, mobile

services are in demand, also from the seniors.

50PlussTreffen.no is an online dating website for seniors. It was launched in august 2010 as the first

of its kind targeting Norwegian seniors. It attracted a lot of attention and coverage in the media at

the time. The dating service attracted a substantial number of users, registering as paying members.

Recently competitors has arrived with similar websites, targeting the same user segment, senior

users above 50 years of age.

1.2 Motivation

The main desktop site is owned and operated by one of the members of our group. The website is

under reconstruction and will be relaunched in a new design and with new functionality shortly. To

offer a mobile application or solution, could be a natural step in the development of the service. This

served as an inspiration for developing a prototype of a mobile site.

The project is highly relevant and necessary for the user and owner of the service, and we consider it

a realistic and applicable project. We will benefit from gaining access to general information about

the dating service, such as business strategy and marketing plans. We will also gain insight into the

demographics of the users and their visiting habits.

By choosing this theme for our project, we will gain experience in developing interfaces with a high

level of usability and accessibility. We will also have the opportunity to investigate how universal

design relates to mobile user interfaces, meeting elderly users with different sensing, motor and

cognitive disabilities.
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1.3 Research questions

Our contribution with this project will be to develop a prototype for a mobile application

implementing universal design and principles for good design for mobile surfaces. We will focus on

the elderly and their challenges using and operating touch phones. In this context, our research

questions are:

● How does universal design and accessibility principles apply to mobile interfaces?

● Which challenges do designers meet when developing a mobile version of a website?

1.4 Methods

We will develop the prototype using principles for user-centered design. We will include users in

deciding which functionality and features to include in the mobile version of 50PlussTreffen, and also

in verifying that the prototype meets the accessibility and usability requirements.

1.5 Scope

The main deliverable from this project will be a high fidelity prototype, most likely developed in the

prototyping tool Axure. We will develop the prototype for a mobile phone with a device-sized touch

screen, using the iPhone framework. We will take no position on how the mobile application or

solution should be implemented after prototyping. To make an informed choice, based on the

advantages and disadvantages of the different implementation methods hold up against the needs

and use patterns of the users, will be a natural part of the work proceeding our project, and is not

included in this report.
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2. Situational Analysis

2.1 Market trends

Increase of elderly

Norway is having a rapidly increase in the number of elderly people in the total population like many

other European countries (Inmaculada et al, 2011). SSB (2012) shows that there are 1.6 million people

above the age of 50 in Norway today. The increase in elderly that use the Internet in Norway, also

indicates that elderly are interested in learning about new technology. From the second quarter of

2011 until the same period this year, the number of active users of the Internet between the age of

55 and 64 increased from 89% to 94%. For the population between 65 and 74 years of age, the

numbers of active internet users increased from 67% to 74% (SSB, 2012).

Role of the mobile technology in todays society

Today, technology is changing rapidly and mobile technology is in particular getting increasingly

popular. According to Pfaff (2010), there were approximately 4 billion connections to devices

worldwide in 2008, a number that is likely to have increase over the last five years. Mobile phones

has been adopted by at least 60% of the worlds population, and according to Pfaff it is generally rated

as the most vital digital technology and plays an important role in many peoples’ everyday life.

Assistive technology

The mobile technology can play a significant role in supporting elderly people and may allow them to

live high-quality lives. One of the most difficult problems in adopting technology has been that of

user interfaces which are often not well-suited for elderly users, as growing old inevitably changes

the physical and cognitive capabilities of humans (Inmaculada et al, 2011). To create a cohesive and

inclusive intergenerational society, technological products and services must be adapted to the

needs and preferences of these citizens. We believe mobile phones are promising tools that could

potentially improve many people's lives, also the elderly. Older people can achieve benefits from

the assistive technologies, that may help them to maintain their independence, social

connectedness and sense of worth in the face of declining health or limited capabilities. They may

also offer new and empowering opportunities to improve their quality of life.
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2.2 Target audience

Age and gender

The target audience for the main site has been specified by the owner of the dating service to be

single people above 50 years of age who seek a partner, new friends or traveling companions.  In

reality, the majority (47 %) of the members are between 60 and 70 years old, according to statistics

provided by the site in December 2012. 30 % of the members are above 70 years of age, and the

remaining 23 % are between 50 and 60 years old. The gender distribution among users shows a strong

over-representation of the female gender (65 %), whereas the male members count for only 35 %.

Social stigmatization

The reason for the percentage of 50-60 year olds being so low, can be found in the fact that people in

their 50's do not consider themselves to be seniors. On the other hand, a questionnaire conducted by

the owner of the dating service in autumn 2012 (market plan by Ruch) revealed that most users (72%)

register themselves as members at multiple dating sites simultaneously when they are looking for a

new partner, but probably not as paying members. This may indicate that stigma by using a website

for seniors is not present when the motivation to find a partner is strong.

Prerequisites and computer skills

To be able to use the desktop version of the dating service, the users must have access to a computer

connected to the Internet and a minimum level of computer skills. The mobile version will extend

the requirements of the users prerequisites even further, in that they must have access to a mobile

phone with touch screen, and that they know, or wish to learn, how to use a touch phone.

The target audience can generally be divided into two different segments of users, retired people

and people who are still working. We believe the latter segment is probably more proficient users of

computers and more interested in using new digital services because they are exposed to modern

technology and new types of devices through their work and colleagues.
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Age-related disabilities

Unfortunately we have no information or indications of which age-related problems or disabilities

are the most prevalent among our target audience. Therefore we must assume that the age-related

challenges within our target audience corresponds with those of the general age groups in the

Norwegian society.

2.3 Competitor Analysis

The use of online dating services has increased in recent years, as has the number of platforms and

services in the market. 50PlussTreffen target a specific audience, the seniors, and is competing in a

niche market with two direct competitors in Norway, 50PlusMatch and SeniorDate. Just recently,

50PlusMatch launched a mobile solution that provides mobile access to a number of features from

the desktop version. The mobile version of the service is implemented as a mobile optimized

website. The solution has a number of challenges in relation to use and navigation, making it obvious

that principles of universal design have not been followed and applied. SeniorDate offers no mobile

version of their service.

Bigger and popular dating websites such as Match.com and Moteplassen.no targeting users of all

ages, have also become popular among the seniors. Both of these dating sites have developed

mobile apps that work reasonably well, but even in these costly apps, the user meets various

challenges in terms of readability, navigation, size of buttons, understanding the user interface etc.

When it comes to dating services going mobile, we believe there are potential for a new mobile

solution that favors the elderly and implements the principles for universal design as its main

objective.
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3. Theoretical Framework

3.1 Mobility and Elderly

The role of the mobile phone has changed significantly over the last decade. From when the first

mobile phone was established in the early 1980s, with its sole purpose to execute mobile phone calls

(Pfaff, 2010) it has evolved into being many peoples main means of communication and an important

tool for information gathering. However, the technology is evolving rapidly and many find it difficult

to keep up with new technology and new practises, in particularly the elderly. One of the most

difficult problems in adopting technology has been that of user interfaces which are often not

well-suited for elderly users, as growing old inevitably changes the physical and cognitive capabilities

of humans (Laslett 1989; Inmaculada et al, 2011). The aging population results in a growing need to

adopt new practices for supporting the elderly in their everyday lives. To create an inclusive society,

technological products and services must be adapted to the needs and preferences of all members.

Mobile technology can play a significant role in supporting elderly people and may allow them to live

high-quality lives. Mobile phones are promising tools that could potentially improve many people's

lives, also the elderly. Older people can achieve benefits from the assistive technologies, that may

help them to maintain their independence, social connectedness and sense of worth in the face of

declining health or limited capabilities. They may also offer new and empowering opportunities to

improve their quality of life. According to Hardill & Olphert (2012), a growing number of older adults

possess mobile phones, but the extend of how it is integrated into the person lives varies greatly.

They explain that some only use it for its simplest purpose, to substitute a landline to keep in touch

with friends and family. The more experienced users use the phones as a small computer, and

integrates this into server aspects of their everyday life.

However, the latter is preferable, as one of the critical impacts that technology may have on

someone’s everyday life, is the potential of changing the patterns of urban way of life (Crang et al.,

2006, 2007; Hardill & Olphert, 2012). Castells (2001), agrees and explains that technology may result in

social exclusion and inequality since cyberspace is increasingly is turning into a social arena. This

indicates that the ones with the knowledge and ability to fully take advantage of the technology will

have an advantage to the ones who are unable to do so. This trend is then compounded by the
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continual evolvement and enhancement of the technology often leads to increased complexity.

According to the Digital Inclusion Panel in the UK (2005), it has been predicted that significant

numbers of older people, will continually and increasingly be excluded from this technology in the

future. Consequently this may result in reduction in their quality of life and independence (Hardill &

Olphert, 2012).

3.2 Stigmatizing

Plos (2006) argues that designers should care “not only about usability dimensions but also about the

image and values conveyed by the products, in order to make them acceptable in our social

environment”. If the product is labeled for disabled people, it could have a stigmatizing effect and

the intended users could reject the product. (Plos 2006)

Plos(2006) designed mobile phones for users with special needs, this differs from our project since

many of the users will not have any special needs. We want our product to have usability to most

users, but we do not want the design to have a stigmatizing effect. It is possible to adopt an universal

design approach and avoid the stigmatizing effect since universal design “specify that a product

should not be specialized for any particular population but may be suitable for most users.”(Plos

2006) The argument for universal design is to make products that benefits all users and that should

benefit users without special needs as well.
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4. Design principles

4.1 Accessibility and universal design

The universal design tradition provides guidelines for developing websites that fits all users.

Accessibility, or design for all, are concepts that ensures that the product is available to all user

groups (Asbrink & Beekhuyzen, 2003). In this report, we will concentrate on the accessibility issues.

4.2 Accessibility for all users

Recommendations of how to make a website accessible, are presented in the WCAG (Web Content

Accessibility Guidelines) framework (W3C, 2013). We will use some of these principles, presented

below, to make sure that our site will be accessible to most users.

The increasing use of mobile screens instead of desktops introduce some usability issues, because of

the small screen, reduced bandwidth and the small keypad. The inability to operate small screens

could exclude certain users. Gaining access to most mobile services could give users a sense of

independence. By providing mobile sites with elements of universal design, this gap could be

narrowed. (Guerreiro et al., 2013). We will therefore focus on following the best practices and

guidelines for accessibility. This will ensure that the site is available and usable to most users.

4.3 Accessibility for elderly users

We will also apply some of the WAI initiative, that examined what part of WCAG that applies to

elderly users in particular. They have categorized elderly users special needs by the following

categories: low cognition, reduced vision, low dexterity and hearing impairments (Arch, Abou-Zahra,

& Henry, 2010). By making the product accessible to these user groups, we aim to enhance usability

for all users (W3C, 2013).

4.4 Empirical research and guidelines for the site

By designing by the WCAG guidelines, the application can become more accessible and usable. (W3C,

2013)
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4.5 Accessibility by screen reader and keypad

Billi et. al. (2010) have conducted an analysis of usability and accessibility issues for a mobile

application, and highlights that the developers should adapt the application so that all functionalities

are easily accessible by keypad. This will make the site more accessible for blind users (W3C, 2013). It

can also apply to users with dexterity and fine motoric problems, and users who prefer keypad

instead of mouse navigation (Arch.et. al, 2010, Plos et. al, 2006).

4.6 Accessibility by size and zoom

For the dexterity and fine motoric problems, Plos & Buisine (2006) recommend to avoid small

buttons. W3C (2013) recommends a zoom functionality by 200 percent. By following this principle, we

will make the service accessible for seeing impaired and motor impaired users. We will also give

normal users an opportunity to zoom.

4.7 Readability by designing by high contrast and full colours

Arch et. al. (2010) recommend the use of high contrast and full colours for users with vision

impairments. Plos & Buisine (2006) case study showed the same results. We will use full colours and

high contrast at our site to ensure readability.

4.8 How to adapt the guidelines and the user needs

Asbrink & Beekhuyzen (2003) shows that synergizing universal design guidelines and verifying these

by a user- centered design process, could enhance usability for a wide user group. By using the

universal design principles in a user- centered approach, we hope to adapt the guidelines and

empirical results into our design.

We will verify that the first prototype is developed according to accessibility guidelines by applying

the principles presented above in our prototype. We will verify that the design are adapted to our

users by conducting usability tests. This will confirm which accessibility and usability needs are

present, and which aspects we need to redesign. By doing this, we hope to make the final site work

well for our users. Chapter five, design methodologies, will specify how we involve users in our

project.
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5. Design methodology

To focus on universal design in interface development requires an understanding of the user and the

use situation. To gain such knowledge, we adopted a user centered design approach. To develop a

product that works efficiently for the average user and users with impairments. The Universal Design

approach and User-Centred Design approach share the aim of making products with improved

usability. Astbrink and Beekhuyzen (2003) argues that ”to achieve synergies between the two

approaches is challenging but can produce rewards in the way products are evolved and made more

desirable through good design practices.” One of the challenges is that the approaches have some

differences in approach and philosophy.

5.1 User centered design

In user centered design the focus is that the ”users play a critical role in the design of easy-to-use

products throughout the entire development process.” (Asbrink & Beekhuyzen, 2003). The user

centered design approach actively involves the users in the design process from the beginning to the

end. Rogers, Sharp & Preece (2011) emphasises the importance of the users involvement by stating

that the “user knows best and is the only guide to the designer; the designer's role is to translate the

users' needs and goals into a design solution” (Rogers, Sharp & Preece, 2011).

The approach is conceptual by using a design model and user centered design principles (Asbrink &

Beekhuyzen,2003, p.4). User centered design is also practical by involving an iterative design and

evaluation process, where the users needs and goals are investigated and made into design

requirements. These requirements are tested with the users and reevaluated throughout the entire

design process.
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6. Design Process

Our design process is divided into two phases of user tests involving several representative users.

The first user tests will be performed prior to the development of the prototype to develop initial

design requirements. In the second phase we will evaluate these requirements based on user tests

with the prototype. The design process is also influenced by interviews with the website owner, and

a focus on universal design and design principles for small screens.

Interview with owner

We started our design process by talking to the owner of the website, to get an understanding of the

dating service’s strategy, goals and values so that the mobile application will be designed in such a

way that it fits into the company’s strategy.

User test 1

Then we involved four potential users in tests to develop the initial design requirements. All users

were exposed to the same test. Based on a user scenario the test subjects were asked to draw their

expectations of a mobile dating app on several empty sheets with the size of a Iphone. This was

followed by a semi-structured interview.

Based on the data from the user tests and the information given from the website owner, we created

a specification of needed functionality. The next step was to make a prototype design solution based

on the design requirements, universal design and general design principles for small screens.

6.1 Description of test subjects

For the initial user test we chose to include users within the target market, users just above 50  years

of age. They represent the younger boundary of the target user group, but still they gave us valuable

input which we believe is representative for users of all ages.
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Picture 1: Prototypes made by one of our users after the initial interview.
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6.2 Results from user test 1

Results from the first user tests shows that 100% of our test users stated clearly that they wanted the

following functions:

● Possibility to search for online or active users

● Possibility to send a message to  other users

● Notifications for when new messages are received

● A list of new members who have registered for the dating service

The functions they did not want in the mobile version was information, FAQ and customer support.

The following functions all received yes or maybe from the users:

● The ability to send a “wink”

● The possibility to see who last visited their personal profile

Some of the functions got both negative and positive feedback from the test users these were:

● The option of registering for the dating service in the mobile version

● Blog or discussion boards

● The option for editing their profile

● The option of uploading picture to their picture gallery

● The option of uploading a profile picture

● An notification when someone checks out their profile

● Possibility to check new meetups and check status updates

● Chat

● Live feed
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Picture 2: Prototype made by one of our users after the initial interview.

6.3 Remaining work and user test 2

We will develop a high fidelity prototype in a prototyping tool, presumably Axure. We plan to test

this prototype with four potential users of the website, preferably a mix of disabled users and elderly

users with normal age-related problems. The test subjects will know how to use a smartphone and a

desktop or laptop computer, and will be within the target audience from 50 to 90 years old. Hopefully

we will be able to find one user from each decade. Testing the prototype with different users will

reveal a number of usability and accessibility issues. Based on the feedback from the test sessions,

we will evaluate the design and propose changes as future steps for the project.
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8. Appendix

Attachment 1: Results from the first user tests (In Norwegian only).

Tjenester: Eier P1 P2 P3 P4

Registrering Kanskje Nei Kanskje Kanskje Ja

Søk på andre medlemmer Ja Ja Ja Ja Ja

Blunk Ja Ja Ja Kanskje Ja

Blogg / diskusjonsforum Kanskje Klart nei,

BARE tøv!

Nei Ja

(diskusjoner)

Nei

Se og sende meldinger (private

mellom brukere)

Ja Ja Ja Ja Ja

Varsling når det har kommet nye

meldinger

Ja Ja Ja Ja Ja

Varsling på om noen har sjekket

profilen min

Ja Ja Ja Kanskje Nei

Se siste besøkende på min profil Kanskje Ja Ja Kanskje Ja

Live feed Kanskje Kanskje * Nei Kanskje Kanskje

Endre kontodetaljer og profil Kanskje Kanskje Nei Kanskje Ja

Legge til bilder i eget bildegalleri Ja Ja Kanskje Nei Ja

Legge til eller endre profilbilde Ja Kanskje Kanskje Nei Ja

Informasjon og FAQ Nei Nei Nei Nei Nei

Kundestøtte Nei Nei Nei Nei Nei

Chat Ja Nei Nei Nei

Se nye brukere som nettopp har

registrert seg

Ja Ja Ja Ja
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